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DANE WG I-Ds work

- **Release Early, Release Often**
  - New draft is released once an issue(s) is solved
    - We are already at -06 for draft-ietf-dane-protocol

- **Keep track of issues**
  - Our mailing list is high volume
    - Issues could get lost
  - We use issue tracking
    - [http://trac.tools.ietf.org/wg/dane/trac/report/1](http://trac.tools.ietf.org/wg/dane/trac/report/1)
  - (Try to) open one issue at the time
Issue tracking workflow

1) Issue is identified in the mailing list
2) Issue is created in the trac (issue tracking)
3) Issue is opened in the mailing list
   • We try to open one issue at the time
4) Issue is worked upon
5) Call to the WG
   a) Consensus reached → close issue; go to 1) or 3)
   b) Consensus not reached → go to 4)
Some stats

- 21 tickets [* TODO update the numbers]
  - 10 closed
    - ~2 issues closed per I-D update
  - 11 open issues
Mailing list rename

● Keep the name aligned with WG name
  - keyassure@ietf.org → dane@ietf.org

● Some people are confused
  - keyassure → kidns → dane

● Will happen after IETF here
  - All people will be resubscribed
  - Archive will be mirrored